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Inspiration 
-  Analog board/card games have largely missed out on the eSports explosion 

-  Can we leverage classic analog games to grow eSports space? 

-  Updating “classic” analog games: 

-  Blizzard and Hearthstone - MTG-like games are still pretty niche 

-  Zynga and Words With Friends - business model doesn’t allow for competition 

-  What about Chess? 

-  No trademark, FTW! 



Chess 
-  Chess is a turn based game 

where you try to capture the 
opponent’s king 



Turnless Chess 
-  Object of the game is the same 

-  You and your opponent move freely, without turns 

-  “Recharging” period - you must wait a specified amount of time before you 
can move a piece again 

-  If opponent notices your piece recharging and can take it, you’re out of luck! 



Turnless Chess History 
-  Kung Fu chess 

(Shizmoo.com) 

-  First turnless chess game, now 
defunct 

-  Website went viral in early 2000s 

-  Tempest/Judo Chess 
-  In wake of shizmoo.com 

-  Judo still around today 

Funnily enough, I may not have become the National Scrabble Champion (and therefore, probably not standing in this room right now) without the 
success of Kung Fu Chess, as logging most of my waking middle school hours on Shizmoo.com’s turnless Scrabble variant “Word Ninja” is what 
led me to the competitive word game community. 



Making chess 
fully asymmetric 

-  Chess is a two player game; 
symmetric roles 

-  Same capabilities, same goals 

-  The six types of pieces, however, 
are asymmetric 

-  What if a different player controlled 
each type of piece? 

-  Becomes 6 vs. 6 
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Introducing Team Chess Battle 
-  6v6 - each player controls one type of piece 

-  Communicate by headset, even if all of a player’s piece type is captured 

-  Games progress quickly, more fun to watch online? 

-  For first iteration, rules are same as turnless  



Game Balance in Team Chess 
Battle 

-  Emphasis shift from (pregame, stringent) strategy to (in-game, flexible) tactics 

-  Asymmetric roles mean different subgoals for players 

-  Increased ability to accomplish subgoals 

-  Converting pawns to stronger pieces 



Asymmetric 
Subgoals 
-  Six players means less 

cognitive load 

-  Asymmetric roles can be 
leveraged to achieve 
individual subgoals in 
support of overall aim 



Social Interactions in Team 
Chess Battle 

-  Three major categories 

-  Power dynamic 

-  Developing strategies and employing tactics 

-  Piece-sacrifice  

-  Casual versus competitive environments 

-  Play online with friends/strangers 

-  What if it entered the eSports world? 



Power Dynamic 
-  Casual game 

-  Will players agree on piece choice? 

-  Respect to players who take weaker pieces 

-  Not every player wants power/responsibility 

-  Competitive game 

-  Does piece-type power map have to team dynamics? 



Organization and Deployment  
of Strategies/Tactics 

-  Casual 

-  Challenge of developing a strategy and (more likely) deploying tactics on the fly 

-  Can strangers be successful, or just frustrated? 

-  Competitive 

-  This need hopefully realized by successful teams 



Piece Sacrifice 
-  Casual 

-  Goals for playing the game - individual goals to have fun and improve own skills versus doing 
what is best for the team 

-  Competitive 

-  Pawns have to sacrifice themselves frequently - fascinating recurring dynamic 

-  Respect for fickle nature of piece-type power 



Future Iterations 
-  Vary recharge times  

-  Powerups  

-  Convert pawns into additional kings  

-  Turn off microphone of player who 
has lost all of their piece type 

A powerup might 
allow “Bishop Anil” to 
temporarily move at 
the speed of a faster 
piece! 



Sound Cool? 
-  Team Chess Battle is but a humble first iteration for leveraging classic games 

to connect to the eSports world 

-  Will work more on this idea for Assignment 5 if prompts allow! 

-  Team-based redesigns enable audience participation 

-  4.5 page writeup if you want to read more 

If you’re interested in collaborating, do say hi  
in person or on Slack! :) 


